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ABSTRACT
Many computational toolkits to promote early learning of basic computational concepts and practices are
inaccessible to learners with reduced visual abilities. We report on the design of TIP-Toy, a tactile and
inclusive open-source toolkit, to allow children with different visual abilities to learn about computational
topics through music by combining a series of physical blocks. TIP-Toy was developed through two design
consultations with experts and potential users. The first round of consultations was conducted with 3 visually
impaired adults with significant programming experience; the second one involved 9 children with mixed
visual abilities. Through these design consultations we collected feedback on TIP-Toy, and observed
children's interactions with the toolkit. We discuss appropriate features for future iterations of TIP-toy to
maximise the opportunities for accessible and enjoyable learning experiences.
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1 Introduction
Introducing computing in education for all young children is now understood to be greatly beneficial for
several reasons. Learning how to code doesn’t just enable children to program and actively engage with
computers but also teaches them strategies to break down, analyse and solve problems by being logical and
creative [26]. Previous studies show that it is important for children to engage in computing education as
early as possible as stereotypes about who can or cannot code tend to form at a young age [19, 21].
Resnick & Silverman developed the guiding principles of “Low, floors, high ceilings and wide walls” to
support the design of new toolkits for children to learn and explore the basics concepts of computer
programming [56]. Alper, Hourcade & Gilutz [1] re-elaborated these concepts suggesting that to increase the
accessibility of toolkits for programming education, children with disabilities need ramps to access low
floors, tall ladders to reach high ceilings, frames of interest to support exploration of wide walls and
reinforced corners to build confidence through successful interactions.
Engaging in computing from a young age can be difficult for visually impaired (VI) children, as many
mainstream toolkits for simplifying programming activities in school use Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
[37]. Recently, researchers have developed novel computing education toolkits suitable for children with
mixed visual abilities. One approach is to increase the accessibility of block-based GUIs through audio
feedback or a simplified navigation interface based on consistent spatial organization [34, 46]. Another
strategy is to use tangible user interfaces (TUIs) in the form of objects that children can manipulate and
arrange to create programming sequences [33, 52]. None of these strategies is or aims to be universally
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superior to the others, but researchers recognize that a variety of approaches should be used to meet the
diverse needs and preferences of young learners with mixed visual abilities [33].
In this paper we introduce the Tactile Inclusive Programming (TIP)-Toy: an open source educational
toolkit using physical blocks to facilitate learning basic computing concepts through music in children with
mixed visual abilities. This toolkit was developed using a modular and flexible approach that offers
considerable opportunities for expansion and personalization while keeping the core system as simple as
possible. This paper contributes: the design of TIP-toy, an accessible open-source educational programming
toy for children with mixed visual abilities, see Figure 1; the report of three interviews with visually impaired
experts which informed the initial design iteration, and of five sessions where nine children with mixed visual
abilities interacted with TIP-Toy. Through a qualitative analysis of our data we also contribute reflections on
how the construction of ramps, ladders, frames of reference and reinforced corners could improve TIP-Toy’s
design.

Figure 1 Overview of TIP Toy system

2 Related work
2.1 Low floors, raised ceilings and wide walls in computing education
toolkits
The increase in popularity of computational activities among children has prompted researchers and
designers to develop a plethora of new toolkits that are enjoyable and accessible to increasingly younger
learners. Probably the most popular and salient characteristic of these toolkits is that they have “low floors”,
hence they are approachable for novices who can start using them regardless of their previous experience
[56].
The most popular way to lower the entry threshold of toolkits for computational education is by using
block-based structures that remove the need to learn complex syntax used by most traditional programming
languages [31, 72]. Block-based programming languages generally feature GUIs where snippets of code are
portrayed as pieces of puzzles that can be combined together to create a more complex set of instructions for
a program. Scratch [55], Blockly [17] and Snap are some of the most widespread examples of block-based
programming languages, but several others have been developed [2, 7, 23, 32].
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Another strategy commonly used to facilitate learning basic computational concepts in children is to use
TUIs [9, 49, 62, 70]. Leveraging the use of physical objects for programming builds on a combination of
powerful concepts such as constructionism and embodiment by providing children with physical objects-tothink-with and enabling them to use their bodies to make sense of the world [15, 53]. TUIs can also facilitate
collaboration between children, thus improving learning outcomes and are more enjoyable and easier to learn
for younger children [60, 67, 73].
Computational toolkits with high ceilings enable children to explore increasingly complex problems and
produce more sophisticated programs. Exploring more complex computational ideas, requires children to
engage with a variety of computational concepts and thinking practices. Brennan & Resnick [11] developed
a framework of seven computational concepts (sequence, loops, events, parallelism, conditionals, operators
and data) and four computational practices (experimenting and iteration, testing and debugging, reusing and
remixing, abstracting and modularizing) that are at the base of computing education. As shown in the review
by Yu & Roque [74], concepts such as sequences, loops, events and data are supported by a variety of kits,
whereas parallelism, operators and conditionals are less commonly explored. Similarly, being incremental
and iterative, and testing and debugging are computational practices supported by a large number of toolkits,
whereas reusing and remixing, and abstracting and modularizing are less common [74]. In short, the larger
the number of computational concepts and practices supported by the toolkit, the higher the ceiling for the
child.
Wide walls have been described as one of the most crucial features for computational toolkits as they
enable diverse exploration and encourage creativity [56]. Computational toolkits have been widening the
walls by increasing the number and type of outputs supported and by enabling children to move beyond a
specific set of “recommended activities”. Many computational toolkits, especially the ones based on GUIs,
support visual outputs such as moving animations, blinking LEDs and simple game design [6, 16, 36]. Sounds
is also common outputs for many computational toolkits. Sound can be combined with animation to produce
multisensory effects [20, 55], or being used on his own to produce music or stories [2, 64]. Finally, many
computational toolkits focus on haptic outputs, especially through the use of robots that can be moved in
space according to specific instructions. The Lego Mindstorms Kit is probably one of the most popular
examples of computational toolkits using robotic outputs and have been used in many schools around the
globe [35]. However, over the years many similar toolkits featuring different levels of complexity have
emerged from both research and private enterprises [12, 43, 63, 66].
Another way to encourage diverse expressivity is to enable children to freely engage in different activities
according to their own interests and abilities. Many kits set challenges or activities for children to complete.
Challenges are usually constructed with increasing difficulty levels and to introduce new computational
concepts as children progress through them [32, 35]. These challenges can come with or without a step-bystep set of instructions [9]. Moreover, they often provide scaffolding that enables the child to understand and
correct mistakes so that the challenge can be successfully completed [36, 70]. Some kits also enable free
exploration, inviting children to create their own stories, compose their own music, or modify and build
robots to accomplish any task they wish [22, 23, 35]. Open ended projects are usually introduced at the end
of a more scaffolded curriculum and are meant to provide greater challenge, and higher enjoyment due to the
possibility to personalize outputs in a way that gives more meaning to the child’s effort [30].

2.2 Ramps, ladders, frames of interest and reinforced corners for VI
children
The strategies outlined above are usually sufficient for developing effective computational toolkits that
only target non-disabled children. However, designing kits that are inclusive for children with VI requires
consideration of their different abilities and preferences, which can only be obtained through direct
engagement with VI children [8, 52]. Therefore, computational toolkits that aim to be accessible to VI
children but have not been designed with them, will not be included in this section. Furthermore, the short
review provided in this section focusses only on toolkits and languages using block-based structures, so we
excluded other popular accessible programming languages such as Quorum.
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Ramps ensure that computational toolkits are accessible to children with VI [1]. Traditionally,
accessibility was built into educational toolkits by providing screen reader compatibility [38], audio clues to
aid block-based navigation [39], enabling the use of voice commands to enter coding instructions [59], or
providing tactile outputs for data visualization [28]. However, these methods assume some proficiency with
screen readers or a basic knowledge of coding structures, making them unsuitable for younger children [68].
Simplified navigation interfaces requiring the use of few keys to identify, select and position blocks within
constrained geometries as suggested by Koushik & Lewis [34], could facilitate interaction, but still requires
a level of abstraction that young children are yet to develop.
There are two successful strategies to build ramps that effectively support young children with VI. The
first one, implemented by Block4All, leverages the use of accessible touchscreen interactions and a
combination of audio and spatial clues to enable children to find and identify the blocks [47, 48]. This
approach also uses touch-touch-drop interaction to simplify the action of selecting and combining blocks for
VI children [47]. Second, and most popular, is through the use to TUIs that enable VI children to learn and
explore computational concepts through manipulation and combination of physical objects.
A notable example of a TUI-based computational toolkit for VI children is Torino developed by Microsoft
Research [52]. Torino features a series of instruction beads, which can be recognized by sight or touch. Beads
represent different programming instructions such as play, pause and repeat that can be combined to explore
computational concepts through the creation of music and stories [52]. Torino has shown great potential to
stimulate collaboration between children with mixed visual abilities and, since its initial development, has
been trailed in schools around the UK and India [25, 52, 68, 69].
More recent examples of computational toolkits for VI children using TUIs are StoryBlocks [33] and the
music programming blocks developed by Sabuncuoglu [58]. StoryBlocks is an open-source system allowing
VI novices to build audio stories by combining blocks with different features [33]. In contrast with Torino,
StoryBlock's tactile blocks are passive (i.e. have no embedded electronics) and the system relies on a series
of visual tags that are interpreted by a webcam mounted above the workspace [33]. On the other hand,
Sabuncuoglu’s music programming blocks feature NFC tags read by an Android app as the VI user scans the
arranged blocks with a mobile phone [58].
Tall ladders that enable VI children to explore different computational concepts and practices are usually
provided by an accurate scaffolding system of increasingly complex activities. New blocks are usually
introduced gradually and children are invited to reflect on the implication of their use, understanding how
introducing new functions and variables affects the program. Torino introduced a series of activities that are
grounded on the UK and Australian primary school computing curricula [52]. Activities build on each other
and the child’s learning is assessed by having them explain the characteristics and functionality of the toolkit
to their parents [52, 68]. Of primary importance when building ladders is the provision of appropriate training
material to non-specialist teachers and parents so they can deploy activities correctly and assist children
effectively when necessary [51].
Frames of interest are necessary for inclusive computational toolkits to accommodate a wide range of
variation in relation to coding ability and also different levels of visual impairment (or the absence of it).
Torino, music blocks and StoryBlocks have been shown to be effective and engaging for learners with
different level of experience, from complete novices to children with some existing exposure to computers
and programming [33, 52, 58]. Further, both Torino and StoryBlocks have been shown to enable collaborative
play between learners with different visual abilities [33, 52, 68]. Frames of interest should also enable
children to express their creativity and explore different possibilities without having to progress to more
complex concepts if they are not ready or don’t wish to do so. For example, StoryBlocks allows the learner
to create custom blocks featuring new characters and actions to personalize stories [33]. Similarly, using
Torino children can record their own sounds to compose new melodies and stories [52].
Finally, reinforced corners in inclusive computational toolkits can ensure that children receive appropriate
support, while also rewarding success, reducing the possibility of errors to minimize frustration and remain
motivated [1, 45]. For example, Blocks4All [48] included external elements, such as towers of wooden blocks
that were knocked down as the robot completed different segments of the path, allowing children to monitor
their success and provide them with a fun reward. Sabuncuoglu [58] provided children with a rack featuring
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15 squares placed at regular intervals in a grid, so that children could keep track of the number and
arrangement of the blocks, thus minimizing errors in positioning blocks and the resulting construction and
debugging of code. Similarly Torino deliberately provided children with a limited number of beads to
stimulate children to focus on conceptual complexity of the programs created rather than being hindered by
issues of computational complexity that could arise when too many beads are used to create relatively simple
programs [52].
Ramps, ladders, frames of interests and reinforced corners are all important to develop toolkits that can
effectively support children with VI. Although some inclusive computational toolkits that embed these
features have recently started to appear, children with VI have different needs and preferences that might not
have been addressed by currently available solutions. To offer an alternative and complementary solution to
the needs of learners with different visual abilities, we set out to design a modular and open-source toolkit
that leverages the use of music and TUIs to support learning of basic computational concepts and practices.

3

Developing TIP-Toy

3.1 Initial design concept
TIP-Toy was created with an aim to be an open-source, low-cost computational toolkit, that children with
mixed visual abilities could use alone or with friends, to learn basic concepts of programming while having
fun. This aim meant some initial decisions were made before we engaged in the co-design process.
Our first decision was to utilize passive blocks to contain the cost, simplify the manufacturing process and
enable more flexibility in shapes and sizes, inspired by prior work [13]; while active programming blocks
are advantageous for interactivity as they enable direct manipulation of the beads to change parameters in the
program, they are difficult to manufacture, bulkier, costlier and less robust than passive ones [41, 52]. Our
second decision was to use a camera and a series of visual tags for the blocks similarly to StoryBlocks [33],
as camera based systems for marker recognition are inexpensive, robust and easily implemented on mobile,
online and desktop applications [14, 27]. Our final decision was to use music as a primary output for the
toolkit. Music was preferred to other forms of audio output such as animal sounds or audio stories as previous
studies have shown that it can be an effective tool to engage learners in computing activities, encouraging
improvisation and experimentation, promoting accessible and creative learning [40, 50]. Furthermore, music
involves features such as repetition, rhythm and melody which link to a variety of computational concepts
and practices such as loops, parallelisms, remixing [57]. Researchers working on Torino have reported that
children encounter increased difficulties composing and debugging programs with musical outputs,
especially when activities become more complex or they involve the use of pauses which might be difficult
to detect by listening to a melody [52, 68]. Despite these limitations, we decided to use music for the
introductory activities illustrated in this publication because of their simple nature; more advanced activities
might require different types of content such as stories.

3.2 Designing TIP-Toy with VI programmers
To inform the design of TIP-toy we interviewed three male VI adults who had extensive experience in
training and mentoring VI novice programmers, both children and adults, and also worked as software
developers and enjoyed programming for work and leisure. All three participants were involved in the design
process for their knowledge of the initial difficulties that VI children face with coding, especially in light of
their outreach and mentoring experiences. The interviews were semi-structured, and they explored different
mechanisms for interaction, in order to identify design features for the tangible blocks and define suitable
activities for subsequent sessions with children. Throughout each session, participants were presented with
sets of blocks with different shapes, sizes, tactile features and interaction mechanisms. The importance of
different programming concepts and practices was also discussed and participants were asked for suggestions
for future developments.
Interviews were audio recorded and fully transcribed by the first author. Transcripts were analyzed by the
first authors using Thematic Analysis [10] to extract design recommendations for the system (both in terms
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of the physical design of the blocks, and of the functionality) and for the series of programming activities for
children. Themes were discussed with the other authors to ensure that design recommendations had been
correctly extrapolated. Below we summarize the main insights we gained from these initial sessions.
3.2.1

Tactile features and block to block interaction

One of the first important questions was to identify a suitable way to enable children to combine
instruction blocks such as play, pause and repeat with variable blocks (i.e. data containers) indicating
different sounds or the number of loop iterations. Various ways to combine blocks using magnets, strings,
matching concave and convex shapes or shapes that could slot into each other were presented to our
participants. All of them preferred variable blocks slotting inside the command block, for several reasons.
Firstly, this arrangement suggests a better conceptual representation of the relationship where the variable
modifies the execution of the play, pause or repeat function. Secondly, it enables immediate tactile distinction
between the smaller variable blocks and larger hollow function blocks. Finally, having blocks slot into each
other would prevent them from accidentally separating, making it easier to manipulate sequences of code.
Next we had to decide how to present functionality, such as repeat loops, that could be expanded to contain
a variable number of other blocks. In block-based GUIs this is usually represented by a larger block that
stretches to contain instructions nested inside [24]. Stretchable elements such as coil wires or elastics were
explored but these solutions were considered impractical as the stretchy element could feel either too loose
or too tight. Participants suggested a simpler solution where loops have a start and an end block (end-of-theloop statements are also used in a variety of scripting languages1). It was suggested for such end blocks to be
similar to the start-loop blocks to facilitate the conceptual link between the two blocks without causing
confusion.
Blocks were designed with different tactile features including numbers, dots, symbols or letters to indicate
the value of a variable or the meaning of a function, see Figure 2 for some examples. Symbols were
unanimously preferred to letters and words, which were often found to be too difficult to read. Similarly, dots
to invite counting were preferred to numbers as participants warned us that many young children who are
fully blind might not be able to read numbers by tact. They also recommended spreading out dots where
possible to avoid configurations that resembled braille cells, which could be confusing for some children.
Embossed features were generally found easier to read compared to engraved ones, especially when counting
the number of dots in a variable. As TIP-Toy was aimed at children with different visual abilities, participants
suggested that we incorporate design features to support both tactile and visual learners. Specifically, it was
decided that blocks with different functions would be printed in different colors and tactile features on the
blocks would painted with high contrast to make them easy to recognize visually for children who had partial,
or full sight.
Finally, as the orientation of the blocks was important to generate the correct code, participants suggested
using a distinctive tactile feature on one of the block’s corners. One of the developers suggested that this
distinctive feature described as “sort of a round bubble” should be placed on the top of the block rather than
along the edge where it might be difficult to feel when blocks were placed in a sequence.
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Figure 2 Design of blocks showing 3D printed features that were explored with VI developers during design
consultation
3.2.2

Playing with others

TIP-Toy aims to be a computational toolkit inclusive of children with different visual abilities, rather than
being specifically designed for fully blind children. Our expert participants recommended using different
colors for different block types and high contrast to highlight the presence of dots and symbols, to make the
system more usable by partially sighted children. One developer suggested that incorporating braille could
support fully blind children to identify the blocks but the others felt that it could create confusion for sighted
children, or the many VI children who were not braille literate. Additionally, one developer was concerned
that the presence of braille could label TIP-Toy as “another game only for blind children”, and would risk
compounding isolation rather than promoting inclusion. On balance, no braille description was added to TIPToy blocks.
We initially chose symbols commonly found on consumer devices, such as a forward pointing triangle for
‘play,’ or two longitudinally placed bars for ‘pause.’ The interview revealed that two of our participants were
not at all familiar with these symbols, as they either lost their sight at a young age or were born without. Yet,
participants pointed out that it was easy to recognize the symbols, once they were explained their meaning.
Further, the idea of using symbols commonly associated with the indicated functions was received positively
as it would build on the affordances of the teachers, and sighted or partially sighted children, facilitating
inclusion and shared play.
3.2.3

Designing the workspace

Once the features of the blocks had been defined it was important to decide on the size and characteristics
of the workspace. Generally the developers felt that a toolkit which would be meant for use primarily in
school could have a larger size, but at home “it would need to fit on a kid’s desk… that’s quite small”. As
the webcam (currently Logitech C920 HD) would need to be placed above the workspace and have full view
of it, it was also important to control the height of the camera.
Considering these requirements we set the workspace size to that of an A3 sheet, so the block size was
big enough to accommodate the presence of tactile features and symbols without cluttering them, but small
enough for a child to hold one block in their hand without difficulty. The workspace can accommodate 10
blocks and the camera was fixed at an approximate height of 55cm and secured to a custom laser-cut acrylic
U shaped stand. The presence of four static markers at the edges of the workspace allowed the camera to
focus the field of vision and define the space where markers on the block could be translated into code.
Providing a fixed reference point can help VI individuals to create a mental map of the workspace
supporting them when placing the blocks and performing debugging operations [29, 48]. For this, VI
developers suggested that the start block should be fixed at the top of the page rather than allowing placement
anywhere on the page so that block would always be placed with a similar layout.
Finally, to prevent the blocks from moving around on the workspace, small magnets were glued to the
bottom of each block and a magnetic sheet was placed underneath the A3 sheet with the reference markers.
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Magnets were preferable to other proposed solutions (e.g., blue tack or a precut rack); they kept the blocks
in place, but still allowed for easy movement in a group if necessary and provided pleasant haptic feedback
when placing down or lifting the blocks.
3.2.4

Play, read and record

TIP-Toy featured a “Run” button to enable children to upload their code once completed; this ordered the
system to translate the arranged sequence of blocks into a playable musical sequence. Participants felt that
the system would benefit from an additional button that read aloud the sequence created by the children,
rather than just played. This could help children with debugging and allow them to identify any system failure
(for example, if a block was placed too far away from others to be identified as part of the sequence).
Moreover, hearing the pseudocode would help them to familiarize themselves with it and offer an experience
similar to using a screen reader, thus supporting the transition effectively.
A second suggestion was to add another button to enable children to record their own sounds, stories or
music. Although this function is important and could increase the possibilities for the children’s expressivity,
we could not add it in the initial iteration as it would considerably increase the system's complexity and would
require further investigation on the best interaction mechanisms. A picture of the TIP-Toy setup showing all
the features of the system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 The setup of TIP-Toy and different features of the system: a) The complete set-up of TIP-Toy with a
series of blocks positioned on the workspace; b) The webcam mounted on the custom made stand; c) The TIPToy workspace as seen by the webcam; d)The box featuring the “read aloud” and “upload” buttons; e) The
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“read aloud” button; f) The “upload” button; g) The Start block; h) A “Play” block; i) A “Variable block”; j) A
“Start Loop” block; k) An “End Loop” block
3.2.5

Activities and goals for the toolkit

The final part of the interviews with VI developers was spent discussing activities for the testing session
and longer term goals of TIP-Toy. For the initial design iteration it was agreed with all the participants that
the aim of TIP-Toy would be to introduce four basic computational concepts (sequences, events, loops and
data) and support the computational practices of being incremental and iterative; and testing and debugging.
More complex computational concepts such as parallelism, conditionals and operators and practices such as
abstracting and modularizing or reusing and remixing were left out of the design of both the toolkit and the
initial set of activities as they could increase the complexity of the system and they would require more
practice than was feasible in a single session with children. It was also further reiterated that TIP-Toy would
not be specifically targeted to visually impaired pupils or linked to classroom activities, but aim to be lowcost and usable by all students regardless of visual ability.
In the long term VI developers felt TIP-Toy should allow children to play independently, alone or with
their friends, without the need for adult supervision. They all stressed that the main focus of the toolkit should
be to facilitate progress beyond the use of TUIs, towards more traditional screen reader-based solutions. As
observed by previous researchers due to their intrinsic nature TUIs are subject to limitations when creating
programs over a certain complexity level; participants felt that rather than attempting to stretch these limits,
the transition towards more flexible and advanced methods should be supported [52, 60, 69].

3.3 Final Design
The developed software and design files are available at https://bitbucket.org/ecostanza/tip-toy/. The final
design of TIP-Toy incorporated the insights provided by VI developers with findings and learnings gathered
from relevant literature. As mentioned before, TIP-Toy aims to provide a complementary alternative to other
accessible TUI-based inclusive toolkits such as Torino [52] and Storyblocks [33] to support children and
educators in finding the best solution to fit their unique learning goals. To help identify differences and
similarity that might influence the suitability of different inclusive computational toolkits, in Table 1 we
present a short comparison of the main features of the TIP-Toy, Torino and StoryBlocks.

Table 1 Comparison of features: TIP-Toy, Torino and StoryBlocks
Torino

StoryBlocks

TIP-Toy

Architecture of
the system

Active programming
beads with embedded
electronic

Passive blocks with
markers read by a
webcam

Passive blocks with
markers read by a
webcam

Licensing,
availability

Commercially available
from Microsoft. Source
code not available

Not available to the
public

Open-source (GPL-v3)

Customization

Users can add sounds

Users can add sounds
and create new blocks

Users can add sounds
and create new blocks

Intended
settings of use

Classroom

Classroom

Home and classroom

Target users

Children 7-11 years
mixed visual abilities

Middle and high school
VI users

Children 6-11 years,
mixed visual abilities

Sound output

Music, stories, poetry

Stories

Music

9

Torino

StoryBlocks

TIP-Toy

Programming
concepts
supported

Sequences, loops,
events, parallelism,
conditionals, operators,
data

Sequences, loops
(limited), conditionals
(limited)

Sequences, loops, events,
data

Programming
practices
supported

Experimenting and
iterating, testing and
debugging, abstracting
and modularizing

Experimenting and
iterating, testing and
debugging

Experimenting and
iterating, testing and
debugging

4 Testing TIP-Toy
Once we developed a working prototype of TIP-Toy according to the specifications and suggestions of
VI developers, we wanted to explore its potential in supporting children with mixed visual abilities to learn
basic computational concepts through music. Although we hope that TIP-Toy could appeal to both children
and adolescents, our main target user group was primary school aged children with different visual abilities.

4.1 Participants
Nine children with mixed visual abilities took part in our exploratory evaluation; all children were male
and between the age of 6 and 10 years old with visual abilities ranging from blindness to full sight. Despite
our efforts to recruit girls, including using gender-neutral advertising material for the study, only boys
volunteered to take part in the study. Table 2 shows an overview of the characteristics of the children. All
names used in the paper are pseudonyms that the children chose to be used for the research project. All
children attended mainstream schools. The aim of the study was to allow children to play with the toolkit and
complete a series of activities to discover the various functionalities. As we wanted children to interact with
the toolkit in a comfortable way, we offered them the opportunity to come to the session alone or with a
friend. Except for the first pair of children, who were both sighted, the VI child was recruited first in the
study. If the child was interested to bring a friend to the session they were reminded that their friend could
either be sighted or visually impaired. All children but one, decided to bring a friend to play with; so, 8 of 9
participants, worked in pairs throughout the session, whereas one completed the session alone.
The sessions were carried out in our research laboratory and participants came to the session either
accompanied by their parents or a specialist VI teacher. The study received ethics approval from the UCL
Research Ethics Committee. Parents provided informed consent for children to take part in the study and for
the use of video recording for research purposes; children consented to participating and video recording of
sessions.

Table 2 Summary of participants in the TIP-Toy evaluation
Name

Age

Visual ability

Coding experience

Screen reader
experience

Wayne

10

Sighted

Used microcontrollers at a
summer school

None

Ben

10

Sighted

Used Scratch at school

None

Martin

10

Partially
sighted

None

Basic, learning NVDA

10

Name

Age

Visual ability

Coding experience

Screen reader
experience

(shapes and
light)
Donald

10

Blind

None

Basic NVDA and
touch typing

Billy

9

Sighted

Scratch coding club

None

Bob

8

Sighted

Some Scratch and Raspberry
Pi at home

Harry

8

Partially
sighted

None

None but can use
computers with
large fonts

Peter

6

Partially
sighted

Scratch with support from an
adult

None

Thomas

6

Sighted

Used Scratch at school

None

4.2 Procedure
The sessions for the exploratory evaluation lasted between 1.5 and 2 hours, depending on how long the
children needed to complete the activities, and included a 15 minute resting break if necessary. Sessions were
run by the first author who has previous experience working with children with disabilities and delivering
coding activities to children for outreach and education. The second author was present in all sessions to
observe, take notes and provide technical support.
At the start of the session, the purpose of the research was explained to the children and accompanying
adults. After acquiring informed consent background information was collected (children’s visual abilities
and previous experiences with computational activities) the play and variable blocks were introduced, and
children were asked to try them out and describe their functionality. Children were then allowed to explore
the workspace, identify the position of the camera and of the box with the “Run” and “Read Aloud” buttons,
and had 5-10 minutes to familiarize themselves with the system.
After the familiarization, in the first activity children had to play a piano scale to understand the concept
of sequences. Sounds were assigned to variables in the “correct order” (i.e. Variable 1 = C, Variable 2 = D...).
The first activity introduced the concept of sequences and focused on the computing practice of being
incremental and iterative. The concept of event was also introduced really early as children were encouraged
to think about the effects of pressing the two different buttons on the outputs produced by the system. To
support reflection during the activity children were asked to explain their strategies and every time they
proposed a solution they were invited to explain their rationale. In the second activity the children were asked
to complete a simple children's song (“Twinkle Twinkle Little Star”). For this activity, the variables contained
audio snippets of the song and the order of the sounds was randomized. This strategy was used to introduce
the concept of data and support practices of testing and debugging.
After completing the first two activities, the loop blocks were introduced to the children who were then
asked to describe them. After explaining their use, children experimented with them freely for a few minutes.
The third and fourth activity focused on learning the concept of loops and further practice computational
practices of iteration, testing and debugging. In the third activity children had to recreate some simple
melodies that were played to them using a sequence of piano notes. The final activity involved children
playing another popular song that contained a loop (“Row Your Boat”). The researcher was available to
support the children during all activities, offering help when needed.
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To explore their understanding, after they completed the activities the children were asked to explain to
their parents how TIP-Toy works, and the function of the various blocks and the strategies they used to
complete various activities. At the end of the session the researcher asked children what they liked or disliked
about the system and the activities they had tackled, if how, and where at home or in the classroom) they
would like to use TIP-Toy and other activities or games they would like to play with it.
Session were video recorded, and field notes were taken by the second author. At the end of each session
a short debrief helped to capture any immediate impressions or reflections among the authors. The video
recordings were analyzed by the first author using thematic analysis [10] and findings were discussed and
refined according to discussions with the other two authors. Thematic analysis was carried out using an
inductive approach and the construction of themes was guided by our three research questions: (1) How did
the characteristics of the TIP-Toy modulate how the children interacted with it and with each other? (2) How
did TIP-Toy support children in building programs as they engaged with the activities? (3) Does TIP-Toy
support children in gaining understanding of computational concepts and practices?

5 Findings
5.1 Engaging with the toolkit
Children used different approaches to familiarize themselves with the system as they discovered the
various blocks and components of the system. Some children spent more time on visual or tactile inspection
of individual blocks, asking questions about features, examining symbols, establishing the size of the
workspace and identifying the position of the start block before attempting to combine the blocks. For
example, after placing a Play block on the workspace, Bob and Harry ensured they had the opportunity to
examine all the variable blocks before proceeding to slot one in the dedicated hole; this allowed them to
familiarize themselves with the blocks and to ensure they had all the blocks they needed available. Harry
would bring each individual block close to his eyes to make sure that he could see the dots correctly; when
looking for a specific block he leveraged Bob’s sight to quickly find it “Can you pass me the seven? She said
we should have eight different ones...”. Examining the features of the blocks before placing them on the
workspace helped some children to prevent mistakes; Ben was quick to catch Wayne as they started to
combine blocks “If the bubble is on that side it’s not going to work, they have to stick together.”
Other children preferred to straightaway combine blocks and construct code, figuring out how the system
worked through trial and error, similar to a discovery learning approach [4]. Peter and Thomas started by
laying down a few blocks on the spaces and used the buttons in the interface while listening to the output to
understand how the system operated and if the blocks were laid down correctly. When Thomas pressed Run,
they noticed that one of the two notes was being played. Peter asked “Why didn’t it play all? Press the other
button”. Listening to the Read aloud the children figured out that the second play block was not being read.
Peter repositioned the blocks to solve the problem. However, when asked if they understood why the block
was not read and what changed when the blocks were replaced they were unsure. To help them understand,
they were invited to place the blocks on the workspace with slight variations, purposefully introducing gaps
and “wrong orientations”, see Figure 4, using the Run and Read aloud buttons to understand the rules and
limitations of the toolkit. This rigorous approach helped them to quickly grasp how different outputs,
especially from the Read aloud button, could help to identify mistakes each time “If there is a hole between
the blocks it does not say play for the second time!” (Thomas).
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Figure 4 Different orientation mistakes shown in the collection of picture above (a) Gap between first and
second play block, (b) Gap between start and play block, (c) Play block incorrect orientation, (d) Variable block
incorrect orientation

As they interacted with the system, adding notes, listening to the voice outputs and creating different
melodies, the children displayed great enthusiasm and experimented and interacted with the toolkit in
unanticipated ways. Before seeing the loop block, Wayne and Ben used the Run button as soon as the melody
they created was finished, to create a repeat effect; Martin mixed outputs from the Run and Read aloud
buttons by overlapping the voice and sound. He was proud of his discovery calling attention to his creative
composition “Look dad! I’m like a DJ”.
The introduction of new blocks required children to adjust their approaches. For example, all children
except Bob and Harry built their first sequence outside the workspace area and then moved it under the
camera only after they felt confident of how the blocks were arranged. New blocks also led to experimentation
as children tried the outputs out of curiosity rather than need. For example, on completing their first successful
sequence with a loop block Billy said to Donald “Press the voice button I want to see what it says”.

5.2 Strategies for building code
Children adopted different strategies to construct their code. Martin used a structured approach, listening
to the sound assigned to each variable individually before attempting to arrange them in a sequence. Bob and
Harry, adopted a similar strategy but progressively allocated the blocks to the sequence as they found the
ones that were meant to be played at the beginning (“No! Don’t move the first block! We need to find the bit
after Twinkle now”). Donald and Billy, and Peter and Thomas attempted to locate snippets of the songs as
they listened to them, creating the proposed sequence on the side of the workspace as they discovered the
sounds of more blocks. Finally, Wayne and Ben first attempted to place all the blocks on the workspace
together in random order, and reconstruct the sequence through a process of “sound debugging”. The first
three examples showed how some children preferred to start from incremental and iterative practices, whereas
Wayne and Ben relied more on testing and debugging practices from the start of the task.
Regardless of their strategy, all children encountered difficulties in completing the activities and adjusted
their approach. Martin struggled to remember all the sounds associated with different variables and listened
to the same blocks several times as he tried to compose the sequence in his head. In the end, he modified his
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strategy and started adding blocks to the sequence as the correct sounds were discovered in a similar way to
Bob and Harry.
Both Donald and Billy and Peter and Thomas incorrectly positioned some blocks in the sequence. When
the blocks were transferred to the workspace and the composed melodies were played, they had to sound
debug their code to reconstruct the correct melody. Similarly, Bob and Harry incorrectly assumed which part
of the song “Row your boat” contained the loop they had to use, leading to errors in the sequence. They
requested help and to re-listened to the sounds associated with selected variables, enabling them to debug
their own code and complete the activity.
Only Ben and Wayne completely abandoned their initial approach for a more iterative strategy; they found
that playing the melody composed by a series of blocks arranged in random order produced a result that was
far too confusing to be reversed engineered into the correct sequence. After listening to the output both
children burst out laughing “Oh my God, that was terrible!” said Ben. “It’s too confusing- agreed WayneMaybe we just try one and see what it sounds”, leading them to use an approach similar to the one adopted
by Martin for the rest of the activities.
The way in which all children ended up adjusting their approaches showed how, despite the tendency to
privilege one computing practice over the other, both needed to be applied in order to succeed. Children like
Martin who tried to be incremental to avoid mistakes that would need debugging found that testing
combination of sounds was necessary to build correct sequences. Similarly, Ben and Wayne who attempted
to rely solely on debugging practices discovered that their approach was too chaotic and incremental
iterations were needed to tackle both simple and more complex tasks.

5.3 Collaborating and playing together
Children enjoyed tackling the activities and playing together with TIP-Toy. Overall, all children
collaborated with their partners in completing the activities but the way they did it was qualitatively different
across pairs.
Both Donald and Billy, and Bob and Harry divided tasks among themselves in a structured way, implicitly
establishing roles for each other according to their different abilities and inclinations. Harry studied music
and played the piano so he felt more confident than Bob in identifying notes when constructing or debugging
sequences of blocks. On the other hand, Harry relied on his sight to quickly identify the blocks, arrange them
on the workspace and spot errors cause by misalignment or wrong orientation of the blocks. To see if the
position of the children in respect to that of the blocks and the workspace on the table had any influence on
the role taken by the children we asked them to swap places at the end of each activity. However, the division
of tasks remained consistent regardless of the position of the children.
Donald and Billy's different roles also remained mostly constant throughout the course of the session.
Donald was a strong tactile learner, due to his braille experience, and was skilled at quickly identifying blocks
by touch. He had a good musical ear and was often able to detect the pitch of the notes or the part of the song
that was assigned to a particular variable (“that is the highest note so it’s the last one” - Donald during the
first activity). However, he preferred to rely on Billy for tasks requiring spatial awareness such as arranging
blocks on the workspace. To facilitate collaboration and to better use Donald’s help in debugging, Billy often
stood up and moved the blocks sequence in front of Donald who used his hands to read the sequence asking
Billy to play certain blocks so they could keep adding relevant parts to the song.
Donald: “What is this number two block?” Billy plays the block:
Billy: “It says ‘How I wonder’ I think it goes at the end”
Donald: “We found ‘What you are’ earlier, was it not number 5?”
The other two pairs of children did not obviously assign set roles when completing the activities and were
more likely to have a fluid form of collaboration taking turns to perform various tasks throughout the session.
In some instances, this turn taking was quite explicit with children either asking for better access to some
parts of the toolkit or offering their partner the option to take over. For example, between the first and the
second activity Wayne asked Ben “Swap with me so I can play with the buttons next”, but before the last
activity he asked his friend to swap places again. During another activity, this transition was unspoken as
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Peter reached out across the table to grab some of the blocks on Thomas’s side saying “I know which one we
need now!”.
An important part of collaboration was celebrating together when activities were completed or sharing
fun discoveries made during activities or free play. When sharing success, children celebrated with each other
either verbally “We did it” (Bob and Harry) “Whoop!!” (Peter and Thomas) or with a high five (Wayne and
Ben). To better share the satisfaction of successfully completing a task children would often press the Run
button once each, to listen to the correct sequence twice. When successful, children would also draw the
attention of the researcher (“Look Miss it works now” – Martin), their parents or teachers seeking positive
feedback and praise. Interestingly, success sharing was important even when playing solo, as Martin called
attention to his successes.

5.4 Understanding computational concepts and system rules
During the different activities children learned about basic computational concepts and practices, how
TIP-Toy worked and its limits. For example, the concept of sequences was easily understood by all children
(“It’s the list of things you want to play with the blocks” Donald). However, children also understood the
particular rules underlying the system's operation through play. Martin understood that with TIP-Toy “You
have to tell it ‘Play this note and then play that note, you cannot tell it to play two notes together”. This
shows that he knows that the system only allowed him to assign a single variable for each block and playing
a sequence of two notes would need two different commands.
Similarly, Bob was very clear, “You have a start block at the top and then you have to put the play blocks
under it to tell it what you want to play. You can’t have holes or have the block the wrong way around
otherwise it does not work, the two bumps go together. […] You make a line of blocks and it plays them. But
you also have another button so he can also read the blocks that are there”. Here Bob is describing both the
computational rule of sequences and the concept of events, as pressing one button would play the sequence,
whereas pressing the other button would trigger the Read aloud. However, the placement of the sequence
under the start block and its orientation is a system requirement linked to how the camera detects the markers
on the blocks.
Through the various activities children became really familiar with the concept of variable. Unexpectedly,
the toolkit also facilitate some more abstract reflections that we did not originally anticipate. When explaining
the function of variable blocks Harry stated “A variable block can be different sounds. In some of the activities
they were notes but other times they were songs like in Twinkle Twinkle…. But three was also how many
times you had to repeat Row…”. Harry’s confusion was generated by the fact that in his initial mental model
he imagined variables being assigned different sounds depending on the activity. However, in the final task,
one block three was inserted within the loop to indicate the number of repetitions, whereas the other one was
assigned one of the song’s snippets that had to be incorporated in the sequence.
The interaction created by the blocks enabled children to easily understand the concept of loops. The
presence of the two repeat blocks with the code to be repeated in the middle provided a clear metaphor
allowing even the youngest children like Thomas to formulate a solid explanation: “The loops block, you
have two. One is start repeating and the second one is to tell it to stop repeating, then you have to use one of
the small blocks to tell it how many time you want to repeat… And the play blocks you have to place them in
the middle, between the start and finish”.

6 Discussion
The results of our design consultation with VI developers and the testing session conducted with the
children show that TIP-Toy has the potential to be effective and accessible in engaging children with mixed
visual abilities in learning basic computing. These sessions also highlighted the limitations of the toolkit and
helped to identify aspects to improve. Here, we elaborate on some of the insights that emerged from our
studies and discuss how TIP-Toy, and other toolkits using a similar approach, could better incorporate ramps,
ladders, frames of reference and reinforced corners to support children with different visual abilities.
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6.1 Building ramps
Overall, TIP-Toy's accessibility was found to be good as all children, regardless of their visual abilities,
could successfully interact with it, recognize blocks using either touch or sight, combine blocks to create
musical sequences and listen to the outputs of the programs they built as part of the activities. However,
throughout the sessions we noticed how some children experienced difficulties when interacting with the
system due to design features that did not fully cater to their needs and abilities.
Although all children found manipulating the blocks and assembling them into musical sequences easy,
Donald, Harry and to a lesser extent Martin found it challenging to place the blocks correctly on the
workspace. Over time Martin seemed to find the task easier as he progressed, instinctively reaching for the
start block fixed at the top of the workspace. However, Donald and Harry relied on their sighted peers to
place the blocks on the workspace as they could more easily locate the boundaries of the workspace and the
location of the blocks already on it. The workspace area for TIP-Toy could be quite easily explored by
children at the beginning of the session but the tactile exploration of a space that had poorly defined
boundaries presented a challenge, especially as children were moving around the table and swapping places
with each other to better access different areas. Similar issues were reported in other studies where it was
observed that individuals with VI can find it difficult to locate objects or orient them in relation to each other
in table top TUI toolkits [3, 42]. To facilitate identifying the boundaries of the workspace we’ll design a new
base with tactile borders similar to StoryBlocks [33]. Additionally, future iterations of the TIP-Toy could
include accessories such as side guards, similar to rail bumpers in bowling alleys, to help children place
blocks directly under the start and make it easier to achieve correct alignment.
Similarly, children with VI only interacted with the box featuring the Run and Read aloud buttons when
it was located on their side of the table as the box was not fixed to the workspace and could be difficult to
locate. The initial decision to not attach the box to a specific side of the workspace was made to allow children
to move around freely and to arrange the elements of the toolkits based on the space they had available. To
address the difficulty in locating the box, without restricting the position of the box to one side we’ll design
an attachment system that enables children to attach the box to the edge of the workspace on a preferred side,
enabling them to create a fixed location for the buttons’ box without constraining it to a fixed unsuitable
location.
Finally, although tactilely recognizing the blocks individually was very easy for all children, locating a
specific block from the pile was more challenging. When programming activities with TUIs are carried out
in a setting involving teachers or other sighted adults, they often organize and sort the blocks, so that students
can focus on the creative process [33]. However, when children are playing independently, it might be
necessary to provide a storage box with dedicated compartments to help them locate spare components more
easily [68].

6.2 Providing ladders
Similar to the design trade-offs in Torino [52], for the initial version of TIP-Toy we sacrificed extensibility
in favor of simplicity and accessibility. In accordance with the suggestions of VI developers, we provided a
limited number of blocks and a workspace that could not host more than 10 blocks at any time. The limited
variety of blocks helped most children to quickly grasp the function of each type of block. Further, having
shorter sequences of blocks made debugging more manageable allowing them have oversight of the program
through touch, sight or audio. But some of the older and more experienced children expressed the desire for
more complexity, like having a larger variety of blocks for different functions or the possibility to create
longer and more complex musical sequences.
Increasing the number and types of blocks could allow children to create more complex programs and
discover new computational concepts. But a large variety of blocks could overwhelm younger children and
novices. A possible solution could be to provide children with an initial core set of blocks that could be
expanded once basic functionalities have been mastered [33]. The open source nature of TIP-Toy could
enable teachers and parents to create new blocks to support the expansion of the toolkit. However,
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contributing to open source projects can be difficult for newcomers, even when they have the right experience
[65]. Thus, support is needed to enable novices, parents and teachers to contribute to further developments.
Although increasing TIP-Toy's complexity is possible to some extent, TUIs have objective limitations due
to their physical characteristics that cannot be overcome [52, 60, 69]. VI developers engaged in the initial
design consultation suggested that a better way to support children in engaging with more complex
computational concepts and practices should be to facilitate the transition towards audio interfaces and textbased programming. In recent years, some researchers have focused on hybrid programming environments
to facilitate transitions from block-based to text based programming for sighted children [71]. However, to
our knowledge there has been no attempt to facilitate the transition between TUIs and text-based
programming for VI children. To this end, some elements of TIP-toy could be leveraged to create the
hierarchical organization of code and allow children to use the keyboard to enter simple commands, thus
providing a simplified, constrained representation of the program structure. This would be a similar strategy
to that offered by the Tangible Desktop for more basic navigation tasks [5].

6.3 Constructing frames of interest
Throughout the testing session we observed that all children, regardless of visual ability, age and previous
level of coding experience were able to successfully engage and have fun with TIP-Toy. Children were able
to play with TIP-Toy either alone or with their peers, highlighting how the toolkit could be potentially used
both at home and in a classroom setting. It is worth noticing that all participants in the study, both children
and adults, were male. Although this is a known issue in studies focusing on computing education [36], we
acknowledge that this is a limitation of our study and we plan to expand our testing to include more female
participants. We think this is particularly important in relation to the development of appropriate frames of
interest as girls and boys have been shown to engage differently with TUIs express their creativity through
different projects [18, 73].
Currently, TIP-Toy offers limited possibilities for enabling expressivity and lateral exploration but, due
to its open nature, children could be supported in exploring their creativity in many ways without increasing
the required level of expertise. Both VI developers and children suggested that a powerful way to do this
would be to enable users to record their own sounds or melodies. While TIP-toy already offers the possibility
to assign new sounds to variables, this can only be done manually via the toolkit’s software, which requires
basic programming knowledge. Adding a third Record button on the interface could allow children to record
their favorite sounds for one variable at the time, creating a custom set of variables for use in new stories and
songs [33, 52]. We are also interested in investigating how making and crafting the toolkits could support a
more engaging learning experience. For example, the children with special educational needs who took part
in the study evaluating the Magic Cube [36] spent part of the initial session building and exploring the toolkit,
without engaging in any programming activity. In contrast, toolkits such as Cubetto or Dr Wagon allow
children to personalize their robots with craft material [74].
The tactile blocks used for our study were 3D printed in our laboratory using standard PLA FDM printers
and their .stl files are available on the online repository, so anyone with a 3D printer can modify and print
them. As many teachers and parents of VI children might lack access to the tools or the skills required to
print existing blocks or create new ones, we explore fabrication of the blocks from easily available materials.
This was made possible by the fact that the material and shape of the blocks do not influence the working of
the system as long as the reciprocal distances between the markers are respected. Combining craft and
computing is an effective way to increase engagement and improve learning experiences; it would help to
reduce the cost and increase the accessibility of the toolkit [44, 54, 61]. To explore possible alternatives we
fabricated some handmade blocks using salt dough and lentils and tested that they worked correctly with the
system. Beyond trialing different materials, we also experimented with different block geometries which
might be easier to reproduce by hand (Figure 5). At the end of the testing sessions we asked children, parents
and teachers for their opinions on the crafted blocks and if they found the idea of making their own TIP-Toy
blocks appealing. As a result of their suggestions, we are planning workshops to develop a crafting guide for
TIP-Toy blocks so children can make their own toolkits at home or in the classroom.
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Figure 5 Two examples of salt dough “homemade” TIP-Toy blocks featuring different geometries

6.4 Reinforcing corners
The design of TIP-Toy already includes reinforced corners for offering additional support to children. For
example, the Read aloud button offers a second feedback modality to support debugging operations.
Throughout the sessions some children used the Read aloud button to spot mistakes in their own code, and
to identify systems errors due to misalignment or incorrect orientation of the blocks. We are conscious that
TIP-Toy's reinforced corners could be improved and design improvements discussed above, such as rail
bumpers to facilitate block positioning, would help children who need additional support.
Throughout the sessions we observed how sharing and celebrating success were an important part of the
experience for all the children. Children understood when they had successfully completed the session's
activities either because they were already familiar with the songs used or because they were able to compare
their output with the required one. Yet, if children had to compose an unfamiliar musical sequence, the system
should be able to recognize when the correct answer is given and provide positive feedback to reward their
success [48]. Finally, one of the aims of TIP-Toy is to support children with mixed visual abilities to explore
computing concepts and practices while playing independently. Longer studies should look at how the current
design supports independently play, especially when one or both children are visually impaired. Particular
focus should be placed not only to enable children to complete a specific activity, but also to be able to
transition between different activities select tasks that are appropriate to their age and computing abilities.

7 Conclusion
It is crucially important to enable all children, regardless of visual ability, to learn basic computational
concepts and practices. In this paper we presented TIP-Toy, a tactile and inclusive open-source programming
toolkit that allows children with different visual abilities to combine plastic blocks to learn about
computational topics through music. Initial design iterations with both adult VI developers and children with
mixed visual abilities show that TIP-Toy has the potential to create engaging and effective learning
experiences in an inclusive manner.
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